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In this follow-up to the Edgar-nominated >, top-secret training continues into summer for aspiring

spy Ben Ripleyâ€”and so does the danger.Ben Ripley is a middle-schooler whose school is not

exactly averageâ€”heâ€™s spent the last year training to be a top-level spy and dodging all sorts of

associated danger. So now that summerâ€™s finally here, Ben would like to have some fun and

relax. But thatâ€™s not going to happen during required spy survival training at a rustic wilderness

camp, where SPYDER, an enemy spy organization, has infiltrated the spiesâ€™ ranks. Can Ben

root out the enemy before it takes him outâ€”for good?
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I want to go on spy camp!My son- 9 couldn't put this down. A secret spy school - his fantasy. Lots of

fun and adventures. I heard lots of chuckles coming from my sons bedroom whilst he was reading

this book. We love Stuart Gibbs books and so do my sons friends.

Bought this book for a 5th grader. He's normally intimidated by larger books, but the story made it

as enjoyable to him as possible. Whenever I ask him to summarize what he has read to me, he

does so with great enthusiasm and excitement! Good thrilling story, there are depth to the



characters; perfect for a young reader.

*SPOILER ALERT*When I was reading Spy Camp by Stuart Gibbs I found the theme was good vs.

evil. I found good vs. evil as a fitting theme for Spy Camp because there are two sides SPIDER and

the protagonist Ben Ripley. SPIDER's plans are to take over the world and kill the worlds leaders

and Ben is trying to stop them.My favorite detail is that Stuart Gibbs does not make Ben prefect.

Ben Ripley is a ordinary did with a unordinary situation.I recommend this book to kids and adults

that like books were the hero is like you.

First of all, let's make this review interesting. This book is about a spy named Ben Ripley; you can

tell that it is about some form of spy by the title of the book. Ben has a major crush on a teenager

named Erica Hale, the best spy in spy school, who has icy blue eyes, dark hair, and full lips. He

stops a missle attack in the least expected way possible; he just unplugs the system. Poor Erica

finds out that Joshua Hallal is not dead; he faked his own death to join SPYDER. When Joshua tries

to escape the scene o a zip line and the line explodes while he is on it, I could not imagine what she

feels inside her head. A mix of despair, happiness, and anger?

Book one was a great start, book two really got going. It is a great fun, action story with life like

characters. Every boy wants to bash a bully, save the world and get up to a little mischief. Spy

Camp packs it in, I would recommend the book for boys 8-14, in the Jason Steed, Alex Rider style

of books.Once I started I could not put it down, looking forward to book 3.

Please read the title! I think that describes this book. It will not make sense unless you read number

one, spy school

I am 10years old. I think this is a very good book for my age. Spy Camp is full of excitement and

puts you on edge in some parts of the book. It is such a good book.

Five stars for spy camp! This book is amazing! I was first introduced to the spy school book last year

and I was instantly hooked! This is the sequel to spy school and I actually think I love the second

book more than the first. Thank you Stuart Gibbs for turning old fashioned detective literature into

hilarious books for people of all ages. I can't wait to see what happens to Ben next. If you think you

are to sophisticated to read a children's book, y'all are wrong. I love this book and I know you will



too. So don't think, just buy spy camp, or you'll be sorry.
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